
SAGENET CREATES NEW DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOLUTION  
FOR WESTREET CREDIT UNION
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WeStreet Credit Union is a community chartered credit union founded 
in 1943. The financial institution has more than 56,000 members and 
about $800 million in assets. There are more than 200 employees at 
the 17 locations throughout the Tulsa area. 

In the last 8-10 years, the credit union has dramatically increased the 
number of services it offers its members and modernized its technology 
to remain competitive in the changing financial services industry. 

As is the case with most financial institutions, WeStreet Credit Union 
has installed digital signage displays in its branches to promote specific 
services and to provide customers with timely financial information 
– including loan rates and borrowing interest rates, which fluctuate 
throughout the day. This information is regulated and has to be highly 
managed.

In spring 2019, WeStreet experienced problems with the displays at 
several of its locations and reached out to its outsourced IT support firm 
to resolve the issue. 

When these calls didn’t resolve the problem, a member of the credit 
union’s leadership team, familiar with SageNet and its capabilities 
from a previous project, reached out to set-up a meeting. The initial 
conversation centered on general IT support but turned quickly to the 
topic of digital signage and what was happening at the branches.

CLIENT
WeStreet Credit Union

REQUIREMENTS
Create a digital signage solution that could be maintained efficiently while 

promoting the various financial programs and information offered  
by the credit union in real-time

SAGENET SOLUTION
• Strategic approach to digital signage for customers throughout system
•Updated systems to handle state -of-the -art digital signage initiative

•Turnkey solution for equipment installation
•Monitoring of network in addition to digital signage

BENEFITS
• Single source coordination for all digital signage details

•Experienced partner offering full suite of resources to in-house IT team
•Improved ability to communicate valuable information to customers

• Maximum uptime through active monitoring 
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Find out how your organization can benefit from SageNet’s managed network 
and digital signage solutions. Call 866.480.2263 or visit www.sagenet.com.

“The SageNet team  

has literally been a 

lifesaver for our digital 

signage initiative,”  

- Eric Hilarie, Senior VP 
of Retail Delivery

CASE STUDY

SageNet, a Tulsa-based managed network 
services and cybersecurity solutions provider, 
began working with the credit union’s IT team 
and determined the problem wasn’t with the 
displays. Instead, the software and media 
players were not performing correctly, and the 
credit union needed to update its underlying approach 
to digital signage.

SageNet has successfully implemented indoor and outdoor 
digital signage for financial institutions, convenience 
stores and quick service restaurants (QSRs) nationwide. 
Headquartered in Tulsa, Okla., SageNet combines 
decades of leadership in digital signage and network 
connectivity with deep vertical market expertise. Its 
holistic SageVIEWTM digital signage platform represents 
a unique approach to the digital experience, with an 
end-to-end methodology addressing the entire 
digital signage ecosystem. 

“The digital signage systems at a 
majority of WeStreet Credit Union’s 
locations weren’t working when they 
approached us,” said IV Dickson, 
SageNet’s Vice President of Digital 
Signage. “It quickly became clear 
that the credit union’s signage 
network had taken a backseat 
to more pressing operational IT 
challenges. WeStreet’s IT team is 
incredibly talented but was stretched 
too thin keeping up other technology. 
They simply didn’t have the manpower 
to support their digital signage at the 
appropriate level.”

SageNet partnered with WeStreet to replace many of 
the system components – media players, software and 
cabling – and developed a comprehensive enterprise-
level solution to stabilize the entire digital signage network 
at all credit union locations.

“The SageNet team has literally been a lifesaver for our 
digital signage initiative,” said Eric Hilarie, WeStreet Credit 
Union’s Senior Vice President of Retail Delivery.  “Prior 
to SageNet, we had become frustrated with our signage 
system not living up to our expectations. SageNet came 
in, evaluated our needs and came up with a creative, 
practical and cost-effective way to not only resurrect the 
system, but to make it better than ever. They transformed 
our digital signage network from a pain in the neck to a 
pleasure to feed content, manage and maintain.”

WeStreet’s digital signage network now  
features industry-leading Seneca media 
players driven by the Navori content 
management system. With SageNet providing 

full lifecycle support, the revamped digital 
signage network provides WeStreet Credit 

Union greatly extended marketing capabilities and 
functionality for presenting dynamic data. 

In addition, SageNet rolled WeStreet under its 24/7 
Network Operations Center (NOC) management group. 
SageNet offers 24/7 digital signage customer support from 
its multiple U.S.-based Network and Security Operations 
Centers, as well as provides on-site technician support for 
customers across the country. 

SageNet’s new digital signage solution has already 
paid off for WeStreet in several ways. First, the 

credit union’s digital signage network is 
now running at near 100 percent uptime. 

The network was previously running 
at around 20 percent uptime as 
problems with sub-standard media 
players effectively rendered nearly 
half of the displays inoperable. 

WeStreet Credit Union also 
created an updated marketing 
schedule for the digital signs in its 

branches. That was never possible 
before because the digital signs 

were not working and the credit union 
was therefore not creating content  

for them. 

Most notably, WeStreet’s digital signage 
network is growing – the credit union has added 

new locations with new digital environments, a clear sign 
that the digital network is healthy and working properly. 

There have also been unexpected added benefits. 
Through its 24/7 monitoring, SageNet recently detected 
a physical change in a firewall configuration, unrelated to 
the digital signage network, and was able to pinpoint the 
problem for WeStreet’s IT team.

“By updating their technology and stabilizing support of 
the digital signage network, SageNet was able to take 
a tool with so much potential  that had been essentially 
written off, revitalize it,  and make it valuable to the brand 
again,” Dickson said. “That has allowed us to re-engage 
WeStreet’s marketing and IT groups to utilize digital 
signage the way it’s supposed to be used.”


